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ABSTRACT 

In a web winding process. the contact roll plays many important roles including air
entrainment control and WIT(Winound In Tension) regulation. The behavior of the 
contact roll significantly affects the winding tension characteristics specifically at the 
time of contact and separation when the tangential velocities of contact roll and the 
winding roll are not synchronized, A new mathematical model which includes the 
behavior of the web tension, the winding roll, carrage and the contact roll is derived for 
the control of the winding tension. By using the model derived, a non-linear PID(NPID) 
controller is designed to control the winding tension at the time of contact and separation 
between the contact roll and the winding roll. Computer simulation study showed that 
the performance of the winding system with the NPID controller was significantly 

improved compared with that of a system with PID controller. 

NOMENCLATURE 

A Cross-sectional area of web 
b Viscous friction coefficient 
B Damping coefficient of the web or the cylinder 
D Diameter of rolls 
E Modulus of elasticity 
e Error of the tension variation 
F Friction force 
fn Contact force variation 

J n Polar moment of inertia of roll or roller 

K Spring const;mt 
k Actuator gain 
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Ln Length of web span 

mn Mass of the carrage, contact roll 

Rn Radius of roll or roller 

!no Steady-state value of web tension 

tn Web tension= !no+ Tn 

T n Change in web tension from a steady-state operating value 

T nref Reference tension 

"no Steady-state value of input to a drive motor 

Un Input to motor= "no+ Un 

Un Change in input to a drive motor from a steady-state operating value 

v nO Steady-state operating value of web velocity 

vn Webvelocity=vno+Vn 

V n Change in web velocity from a steady-state operating value 

a, ~ Constants for controller gains 
µ Friction coefficient between the contact roll and the winding roll 

't Change in the driving torque in the winding roll 

Subscripts: 

O Steady-state operating condition 
n l,2,3,4 ... 
p Cylinder 
w Winding roll 

INTRODUCTION 

A typical control problem in a multi-span web transport system is maintaining the 
required longitudinal tension level in each processing and windir.g section, and at the 
same lime stabilizing the overall web transport system. 

Specifically, the winding mechanism includes several complicated processes like the 
nipping of the contact/nip roll, the culling of the web, the turreting for automatic roll 
change, etc .. The contact roll is usually used for the air-entrainment control and 
WIT(wound in tension) regulation. But, the contact roll may also generate huge tension 
variation in the web during winding, which can be often observed in the actual web 
processing plant, in case the tangential velocity of the contact roll is not synchronized 
with that of the winding roll. And the synchronization of the tangential velocity between 
the contact roll and the winding roll is usually very difficult to achieve. 

There is quite an extensive literature concerning web tension control[!, 3, 4, 5, 6], 
but are not many on the study of the tension variation due to the mechanics of a rolling 
nip. Pfeiffer investigated the mechanics of a rolling nip on paper webs[7] and the effect 
of nip forces on wound-in tension[8]. But, it was hard to find literatures on the study of 
the mechanism of the contact roll in the tension-control point of view, On the other 
hand, Xu[9] reported his research result on the contact force control in the area of flexible 
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robol applicalion, which is partially applicable lo lhc sludy of lhe con1ac1 mechanism of 
lhe rolling nip in 1he winding. 

In 1his paper, a new ma1hema1ical model which includes the behavior of lhe web 
lension, the winding roll, carrage and lhe con1ac1 roll is derived for lhe conlrol of the 
winding lcnsion. A non-linear PID(NPID) con1roller is designed to conlrol the winding 
tension by using the conlact roll at lhe time of conlact and separation between the 
contael roll and the winding roll. Computer simulation study showed that the 
performance of the winding syslem wilh the NPID conlroller was significanlly improved 
compared wilh that of a syslem wilh the PID conlroller. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Consider a winding syslem which includes a winding roll, a conlact roll, and lhe 
carrage as shown in Fig. I. In the Fig. I. the web enlcrs to# I driven roll, goes through 
lhe idle rolls in the carrage, and is wound in lhe winding roll. The conlact roll is 
supporled by a cylinder on the carrage. As lhe winding roll begins to wind lhe web, the 
carrage moves loward the winding roll until 1hc conlact roll on the carrage comes in 
conlacl with lhe winding roll lo provide lhc con1ac1 force necessruy 10 regulate lhe 
wound-in lension and the air enlrainmenl during the winding process. When lhe contact 
roll comes across the winding roll. lhe con1ac1 roll may apply additional 1orque lo the 
winding roll if lhe langential veloci1ies bc1ween lhe conlact roll and lhc winding roll arc 
not synchronized. This additional IOrque may change the langential velocity of the 
winding roll and the winding tension. 

A free body diagram for lhe winding roll is shown in Fig. 2. In the Fig. 2, f
11 

is lhe 

force applied lo the winding roll due 10 1he con1ac1 and T 5 is the winding tension. The 

Shin's mall1cma1ical model[!] for the tension and lhc velocily of lhc web can be extended 
to the equalions (I) and (2) from the lorquc balance for lhe free body diagram shown in 
the Fig. 2. 

dT5(I) = - V"o T 5(1) + V"° T4(1) + Llli(Vw(t)- Vo(I)) 
di Ls Ls Ls 

(I) 

. , 
Jw V w(t) = - bw V w(t) + Rw (Tw(I) - Ts(I)) + Rw(tw + FRw) (2) 

1l1e linearized malhemalical model for ihe tension and velocity of ihc web between 
the rollers #1 and #4 in the Fig. I can be wrillcn as equalions from (3) lo (9)[1]. It was 
assumed 11ml !here was no slip belween 1he web and rollers. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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. . 
hV,(I) = - b,V,(l) + Rj (T4(l) -T3(t)) (7) 

cIT4(l) = - V"" T4(t) + VXJ T,(t) + AE(V4(l)- V,(t)) 
ch Li Li Li 

(8) 

. . 
J4V4(l) = - h4V4(l) + Rt (Ts(l)-T4(l)) (9) 

In order to analize the mechanism of the contact and separation of the contact roll, 
the contact roll, the carrage, and the winding roll is modeled as shown in Fig. 3. Total 
mass of the carrage is m1, and the m2 is the mass of the contact roller. The cylinder 

supporting the contact roller is modeled as spring and damper elements. The web wound 
in the winding roll is also modeled as spring and damper elements as shown in the 
Fig. 3. u1 is the force applied to the carrage. f Pis the force applied to the contact roll, 

and the fn is the contact force between the contact roll and the winding roll. By applying 

the Newton's second law for the model in the Fig. 3, equations from (10) to (13) can be 
derived to describe the behavior of the contact roll when it comes across and separates 
from the winding roll. 

The control problem of the winding tension can be studied by using the 
mathematical model represented by the equations from (I) to (13). 

DESIGN OF CONTROLLER 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

The block diagram for the control of the winding tension is shown in the Fig. 4. A 
low pass filter is included to reject the disturbance in the experiment. A NPID(non-linear 
PID) controller is proposed in this paper as shown in the Fig. 4. The structure of the 
NPID controller is the same as the PID comrollcr except the proportional and the 
derivative gains as shown in the equations from (14) to (15). 

u(t)1 NPID = k (K, e + B, e) + k K; f e di 

where, 

e(l) =Ts .. r-Ts 

B1 + Bo 
· dTs l + ~ expns1gn{dt)e 
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(17) 

In the NPID controller proposed. the variation or the state is monitored, and the 
proportional and the derivative gains arc adjuscd according 10 the trend of the tension 
variation as well as the magnitude of the tension error by using the equations ( 16) and 

( 17). In equation (16). B 1• B0 a. 13 are constants. B0 is the minimum of the Bn and 

B 1 +B0 is the maximum of the Bn. a and 13 arc weighting factors to decide the changing 

rate of the derivative gains according to the trend of the tension variation and the 
magnitude of the tension error. The proportional gain represented by equation ( 17) can be 
explained similarly. 

Since the NPID controller can adjust its gains(proportional and derivative gains) in 
real time according to the size of the tension error and the trend of the tension variation. 
the NPID controller is able to reject the effect of various lime-varying and non-linear 
elements in the winding process. 

COMPUTER SIMULATION 

The mathematical model represented by equations from (I) to (13) and the NPID 
controller described by equations from (14) to (17) were used to study the tension control 
in the winding section. Control gains designed are given in Table I and simulation 
parameters in Table 2. The winding roll was modeled as spring and damping elements as 
shown in the Fig. 3. Various conditions (e.g., change in the radius of roll) in the 
winding process were simulated by changing the spring (Kw) and the damping(Bwl 

constant in the Fig. 3. 
Al the beginning or the winding (or when the contact roll comes across the winding 

roll). the winding roll is assumed very hard(big spring constant. small damping constant) 
since the amount of the web wound into the core is relatively very lillle. Fig. 5 and 6 
showes the velocity and the tension lmnsicnl in the winding section when the contact 
roll comes in contact with the new winding roll on which a few wraps of web were 
wound (big Kw and small Bwl- Behavior of the both the winding tension and the 

velocities of the web in the winding section with the NPID controller proved ID be belier 
than those of the system with PJD controller as shown in the Fig. 5 and 6. 

As the radius of the winding roll increases. the hardness of the winding roll is 
reduced compared with the beginning condition of the winding roll. This situation is 
simulated by using a small value of spring constant. Fig. 7 {a).(b) showcs tension 
varimion in the winding section with increased radius of winding roll(rcduced value of 
¾). When Kw is reduccd(with increased mdius of winding roll), the pcrfonnance of the 

system with NPID controller is much belier than that of system with PID controller as 
shown in the Fig. 7 (a).(b). 

When the contact roll separates from the winding roll at the end of winding, the 
tension and the velocity variation in the winding section is shown in Fig. 8, 9, and 10. 
The perofrmance of the winding system with the NPID controller at the end of the 
winding(scparation) was belier than that of system with the PID controller just as the 

case of the beginning of the winding(con1ac1). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A new mathematical model which includes the behavior of the web tension, the 
winding roll, carruge and the contact roll is derived for the control of the winding 
tension. By using lhe model derived, a non-linear PID(NPID) controller is designed to 
control the winding tension al the lime of contact and separation between the contact roll 
and the winding roll. Computer simulation study showed that the performance of the 
winding system with the NPID controller was significantly improved compared wilh that 
of a system with PID controller for various lime-varying and nonlinear conditions. Real
time experimental study is being carried on to validate the mathematical model derived 
and the NPID controller by using the Vxworks real-lime scheduler and the force target 
board under UNIX environment. 
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Fig. I Winding system configuration including a winding roll, 
a contact roll, and a carriage 

Fig. 2 Free body diagram for tlie winding roll 

cyfinder 

Fig. 3 Simplified model of a contact roll, a winding roll, and a carriage 

Fig. 4 Block diagram for the closed-loop tension control system 
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Table I Control gains 

PID NPID 

K = I.I K, = 2.5 K,1 = l 

B = 0.1 B, = 3 B" = 0.1 

a = l /3 = 100 
K; = 10 K; = 10 
k = 2 k= 2 

Table 2 Simulation parameters 

D, 0.3 m A 5.5 X 104 m2 

D,. D,, D, D.2m E 2.5 X 10' Nim' 

L, 0.45m v, 6.67 mis 

L, 1.15m bw 0.1 

L, 0.39m µ 0.3 

L, 0.4m m, 500 kg 

L, 0.4 m m, 100 kg 

J, 7.7106 kg· m' K p 100000 Nim 

1,, h. J, 1.8933 kg · m' B, 2000N/ms' 
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Question - Was the stability problem checked with this non linear controller? 

Answer- Yes, the Lyapunov method can be used to prove the stability problem. 

Question - Have you seen them used in other applications? 

Answer - Yes, similar application's were observed in the area of robot control, 
specifically in the control of contact force. 

Thank you. 
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